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Mother Ocean is cyan washing over sand 
Blending an array of ocean blues and tans  
Luminosity prevails as the golden sun blazes through the sky 
A full spectrum of light right before our eyes…. right before our eyes 
 
Then slowly and tonally the light begins to fade 
And luminosity finds comfort in the shade 
A rich magenta sunset rolls across the sky 
Tinted by the afterglow of day turning into night…. day turning into night 
 
And when the moon shines in the dark of night 
We know the circle never ends - this Color Wheel of Life  
The rainbow bridge reminds us, as above so as below, 
Color relationships shape our lives by who we love and what we know….  
by what we love and who we know 
 
 From light to shade from tones to grays  
 Only the Creator knows how colors find their way  
 
Opposites attract…complementaries turn to grays 
Parents birth children in arrays of shades 
Separated and reunited 1 + 1 become 3 
Our relationships in life are colored by degrees 
Yes, colored by degrees….. 
But not the kind you earn in school  
But the kind you learn from life 
By blending your True Essence to reflect your Grace Inside 
 
 From light to shade from tones to grays  
 Only the Creator knows how colors find their way 
 
Our true values, the power of our hues, the full chroma of our potency 
Streaming through enlightened truths 
Our palette of possibilities infinite and wise 
There is no turning back once you’ve opened up your eyes 
The Color Wheel of Life will always be your guide 
 
Blending your True Essence to reflect your Grace Inside 
The Color Wheel of Life will be your Guiding Light 
 
 
	  


